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Message from the President / Chief Instructor 
 

 

Dear All 
 
In the past the idea of a Championship had a different meaning than it has today. 
Nowadays the intention is more or less focused on the competition. 
In the past the intention was focused on meeting, talking and training together  and not to forget 
learning from each other. The competition was actually meant as a closure of the event.  
Step by step however the competition part became the main event and the training together part 
diluted or disappeared completely.  
 
WJKA likes to change the set up of its International Championships into this more or less “old” idea of 
an event. 
The first try out, the WC in Vlissingen last year, was a great success. Even non competitors attended 
the Gashuku’s. The level was high and we all learned from each other.  
Possibility for International examinations were offered and some of our foreign visitors made use of 
that possibility.  
Dan examinations were strict and according to the WJKA standard.  
 
Next step is to make examinations possible for kyu grades but only if they have their instructors 
permission. However main objective is to make the event attractive for all Karateka and not only the 
competitors and higher grades. 
 
In the “old days” us oldies trained hard to become All Round and not to focus only on kumite and  
kata.  WJKA likes pretty much its events to become All Round and attractive to all Karateka. 
 
Hope to see you all in July in Vlissingen,  Netherlands 
 
Best Regards 
 
Jan Knobel 
President & Chief Instructor WJKA 
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6. WJKA European Championships & Camp, Netherlands 
 

Closingdate  entries & payments   15th  MAY  2018 
 

 INVITATION / CONVOCATION 

http://www.wjkahq.com/2018%20-

%206.%20WJKA%20European%20Championships%20&%20WJKA%20

Euro%20Camp%20-%20UPDATE.pdf 

 

 ENTRY  FORMS    

http://www.wjkahq.com/2018%20-

%20Entry%20Forms%206.%20WJKA%20European%20Championships

%20&%20Euro%20Camp%20-%20update.pdf 

 

 TOURIST  INFORMATION  VLISSINGEN,  NETHERLANDS   

http://www.wjkahq.com/2018%20-

%20Tourist%20info%20&%20Accommodation.pdf  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

License Renewals 
 
The Board was unanimous that licenses will only be renewed if the applicants attend 

WJKA gashukus at international or national level.  

- WJKA World Championships & World Camp 

- WJKA European Championships & Euro Camp 

- Int. WJKA Young Sensei Seminars 

- Int. & National WJKA Gashuku‟s  

Chief Instructors in each country will be responsible to send WJKA HQ a list of all the 

attendees at the beginning of each year. 

Time limits for re-examinations 
 
All karateka who must redo a part of their grading in which they failed, must do so no 

earlier than 3 months or later than 1 year after their grading.  

Failing to do so will result in a full re-grading being required with the resultant costs. 

 

 

 

http://www.wjkahq.com/2018%20-%206.%20WJKA%20European%20Championships%20&%20WJKA%20Euro%20Camp%20-%20UPDATE.pdf
http://www.wjkahq.com/2018%20-%206.%20WJKA%20European%20Championships%20&%20WJKA%20Euro%20Camp%20-%20UPDATE.pdf
http://www.wjkahq.com/2018%20-%206.%20WJKA%20European%20Championships%20&%20WJKA%20Euro%20Camp%20-%20UPDATE.pdf
http://www.wjkahq.com/2018%20-%20Entry%20Forms%206.%20WJKA%20European%20Championships%20&%20Euro%20Camp%20-%20update.pdf
http://www.wjkahq.com/2018%20-%20Entry%20Forms%206.%20WJKA%20European%20Championships%20&%20Euro%20Camp%20-%20update.pdf
http://www.wjkahq.com/2018%20-%20Entry%20Forms%206.%20WJKA%20European%20Championships%20&%20Euro%20Camp%20-%20update.pdf
http://www.wjkahq.com/2018%20-%20Tourist%20info%20&%20Accommodation.pdf
http://www.wjkahq.com/2018%20-%20Tourist%20info%20&%20Accommodation.pdf
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WJKA  Instructor of the week 
 

Every week WJKA HQ will promote a WJKA Instructor as INSTRUCTOR OF THE WEEK on 

our WJKA HQ facebook page. This has started on the 12th of November 2017. 

These are the instructors of the week of the last 8 weeks :  

 
2017-12-31 2018-01-07 2018-01-14 2018-01-21 

    
Sensei Ian Janse van  

Rensburg 
TSKSA - WJKA South 

Africa 

Sensei Wouter Meedendorp 
WJKA the Netherlands 

Sensei William Tyl sr 

Ronin - WJKA South 
Africa 

Sensei Taco van der Dussen 
WJKA the Netherlands 

 
 

   

2018-01-28 2018-02-04 2018-02-11 2018-02-18 

    
Sensei Don Owens 

WJKA Canada 
Sensei Roy Richards 

SKA – WJKA UK 
Sensei Celso Baur 
WJKA Mylestom 

Shotokan Australia 

Sensei Anatoliy Naumenko 
WJKA Ukraine 

 
 
 

Payments to WJKA HQ 
 
For membership & all registrations you have to fill in the application forms. 

After WJKA HQ has received the form(s) HQ will send you an invoice. 

Please do not send money to HQ before you have received an invoice. 

All payments are in EURO’S  € .   

Other currency  will not accepted. 

Articles for the next Newsletter 
 
Request and morning call  to all our members. 

If you have an article about karate or a nice karate story, please send it to WJKA HQ and 

we will post it in the next WJKA newsletter. 

Email address :  admin@wjkahq.com  

  

mailto:admin@wjkahq.com
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Int. WJKA Young Sensei Seminar & UMO Cup 2018 
 

 
Date:   13, 14 & 15  APRIL 2018 

 

Venue: Gym. De Kameleon, Gerard ter Borchstr. 51,  

            Roosendaal, Netherlands 

 

Training will be given by: 

 Sensei Jan Knobel jr.,  7.Dan,  Netherlands 

 Sensei Rob Smeets,  5.Dan,  Netherlands 

 Sensei Wouter Meedendorp,  5.Dan,  Netherlands 

 Sensei Kevin Vervoort,  4.Dan,  Netherlands 

 Sensei Darrel Meedendorp,  3.Dan,  Netherlands 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Open for All karateka   /   All ages   /   All grades 
 

Schedule 13 – 14 -  15 April 2018 
 

Friday 13 april      /  19.00-22.00 hrs training  

Saturday 14 April  /  10.00-16.00 hrs training  

Sunday 15 April    /  09.30-11.00 hrs training  /  12.00 hrs.  Tournament “UMO Cup ”  

 

 

Information:   admin@wjkahq.com /   www.wjkahq.com  

 

Convocation & Entry form  “ Int. WJKA Young sensei Seminar “  
http://www.jkanl.com/2018-04-

13%20tm%2015%20Int.%20WJKA%20Young%20sensei%20seminar.pdf  
 
 
 
Convocation & Entry form tournament “  UMO  CUP  2018 “ 
http://www.jkanl.com/2018-04-15%20-%20Convocation%20Open%20UMO%20Cup%202018.pdf  
   
 

 

     

Sensei J. Knobel jr Sensei R. Smeets Sensei W. Meedendorp Sensei K. Vervoort Sensei D .Meedendorp 

 

mailto:admin@wjkahq.com
http://www.wjkahq.com/
http://www.jkanl.com/2018-04-13%20tm%2015%20Int.%20WJKA%20Young%20sensei%20seminar.pdf
http://www.jkanl.com/2018-04-13%20tm%2015%20Int.%20WJKA%20Young%20sensei%20seminar.pdf
http://www.jkanl.com/2018-04-15%20-%20Convocation%20Open%20UMO%20Cup%202018.pdf
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Article of Frederick Chernoff ,  Canada  
 

Simplicity and complexity of punching and striking in Karate                                          

    When people consider Karate, and the techniques that are used, perhaps their first 

thought at a very basic level is that of the Karate punch, and yet a Karateka uses a 

multitude of techniques that “strike” an opponent. In fact we call some actions and 

techniques striking actions and some punching actions. What is a punch and what is a 

strike? This seems so simple, and yet a surprising number of participants that have been 

taught that some actions are called strikes and some actions called punches cannot 

explain how they are different. They use the learned expressions that they are taught but 

are unable to say much about the simple differences. 

 An excellent first step to delving in to the simple and complex attributes of these 

actions is to discuss both sets of actions in a more defining fashion, to elaborate on the 

specific differences and get a good mental sense for characterizing punches and strikes. 

The emphasis to be presented is not an in depth description and learning methodology of 

the many techniques that can be considered, but rather a comparison and clarification of 

the distinctiveness of punches and strikes. A number of examples will be offered to assist 

with this clarification. 

 We will first look at what a punch (tsuki or zuki) is. It is one of the very first 

things a Karate student begins to learn in their training and is based on a very natural 

and automatic response mechanism in humans. There are actually a number of different 

punches for Karateka to learn and several will be introduced to add greater clarity and 

understanding to the effective use of punches. 

 From a very young age, when a person is approached in an aggressive manner 

and feels the need for a defensive response, the immediate response from most people is 

to raise their hands to ensure separation and distance. At the very least there is a feeling 

of wanting to push the aggressor away, but as the intensity and threat noticeably 

worsens then the automatic response generally begins with closing the fists, and 

escalates to trying to hit the opponent with them. This forms the basis for a punch. 

 When the hands are raised and formed into some form of fist, and then driven to 

an opponent, we have simple punching techniques. The course of action/movement is 

fairly direct in a basic punch. The development of power comes mainly from forward 

shifting, body rotation, and body vibration. The most common body part used in the 

Karate fist for contact is the second and third knuckle (from the thumb side)of the 

forefist (seikan). This is visually represented in figure 1. 

 
Figure 1: Seikan or Forefist for the basic punch(striking surface) 

 

 Having now introduced the basic form and nature to a fist and punch, we will next 

look at how the issues of complexity enter into this picture. As we increase the 

complexity then the techniques become more complicated to perform and so they 

become a more advanced part of Karate training. We see much more punching 

complexity when we adjust the more simple straight punch(Choku Zuki) to adjust for 

distance and timing, type of target chosen, and to strategically adjust the course of 

action for deception and avoidance of opponent actions. Several examples of these 

further complexities are as follows. 
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 The fist shown in figure 1 can be altered in various ways to better reach particular 

targets. An example of this is extending the middle knuckle of a closed fist to form a 

middle knuckle fist  (Nakadaka Ken) or an Index Knuckle fist (Ippon Ken)and fashion an 

extended portion of the fist to better penetrate a small defined target area that could 

perhaps be a vital area surrounded/guarded by other body structure. 

 Another modification is to alter the course of action of the punch to better find a 

target and adjust to opponent actions. A roundhouse punch (Mawashi Zuki) approaches 

in a more circular path to form an arc to the target. A rising punch (Age Zuki) starts on a 

course with an apparent lower target but shifts up while underway and finishes to a 

higher target. 

 Another complexity can be introduced when opponent distance is too reduced for 

a fully committed and extended basic punch and time is more critical. The fist can be 

used very directly without the usual rotation, with a bent elbow which shortens the 

distance. This Close Punch (Ura Zuki) is a weaker technique but still very effective and 

introduces how changes from a basic punch can affect the magnitude of the power of 

delivered punches. Another short distance punch does rotate the fist and is called Short 

Punch(Kizami Zuki).  

It follows that distance and timing are also altered when the basic punch is adjusted as 

above, but even if effectiveness is reduced from the stronger, more direct, and basic 

action it may be the ideal strategic application when applied for the circumstance. 

 Some situations are better served when the complexity comes from the use of 

double punches...two level, same level  (Yama Zuki, morote zuki), where both hands 

punch at the same time. 

 This punching discussion, has been presented to more clearly describe and 

understand what a basic punch is, and how it can be adapted from the simple to much 

more complex actions. It leads us to the next aspect of striking opponents with the 

body....using strikes. Since striking techniques (Uchi) are not punches, what is a striking 

technique?  

 For those that train in Karate, many parts of the body are utilized in the offensive 

and defensive actions undertaken.  When we look at striking actions closer we see a 

much greater diversity in the use of body parts, course of actions, tempo and speed, 

timing, delivery of power, as well as other aspects than we saw with the punches. 

 Although some strikes use a fist, similar to what we saw used in the punches, the 

many types of open and unusual hands as well as other body parts used displays a 

diversity of action quite unlike punching which helps define the many differences of 

striking techniques. The very versatile nature of these techniques earns them their own 

category of definition and consideration, apart from the punches we have already 

considered. Let us look closer at the aspects of this great versatility. 

Striking techniques (uchi waza) can use a number of directions and angles. They can be 

applied to the front, the side, above, below, and behind. They can therefore be used on 

opponents that are forward, back, and at angles, and while jumping, going to ground and 

even while off balance. This diversity/versatility makes them ideal for use in self defense 

situations. 

Striking techniques are used in two distinctively different applied methods. One method 

is a snapping/whiplike action that strikes out and quickly returns to the starting position. 

The other method is an extended, more locked out action that does not immediately 

return.  

In arm movements it is of critical importance to relax the elbow to undertake the striking 

actions. Actions that remain out require care to not hyperextend the joints. 

Although there are striking actions that are fairly basic and simple and the understanding 

of striking differences and methodology can be fairly simple, it is easy to see that there 

can be great complexity in learning and applying this myriad of techniques. The 

complexity comes from the great number of actions, sometimes snapped, sometimes 

locked, sometimes with body spin, while falling or rising and while targeting body parts 

on the opponent that may be nearly unreachable for more conventional punches or kicks. 
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Combining these diverse techniques with irregular tempo, timing and direction further 

challenges the karateka when trying to learn them well for offense or defense.  

 

To further illustrate the diverse nature of striking techniques we will review two striking 

actions, one with an open hand and one with a closed hand. The open handed knife hand 

strike (shuto uchi), and the closed fist back fist strike (uraken uchi) are good examples 

and are probably the most widely used striking actions. 

 

When the knife or sword hand is used for striking the flattened open hand utilizes the 

edge or blade as a striking surface, as seen in figure 2. It is initiated from various body 

positions but commonly begins behind or alongside the head, and as with many strikes 

can be applied directly towards an opponent or with a spin of the body. The possible 

courses of action, as well as delivery start and end are very diverse. 

 
Figure 2: Shuto uchi or Knife hand strike blade 

 

Moving on to the back fist strike we see the closed fist which was used for the basic 

punch, but the striking surface is now the area at the backs of the second and third 

knuckle of the fist as displayed in figure 3. 

 

 
Figure 3: Striking surface for back fist strike 

 

A common opponent target for this is action is the temple. Both the snapping and 

extended locked position action are common, and this is often used in lead to further 

action. The elbow is extended/pointed towards the target followed by the strike with the 

back of the fist. When returned in a quick snapping action the fist returns to the start 

point. Now for one more example of the versatile aspect to striking which helps to 

demonstrate and differentiate strikes from punching. 

After covering an open hand and closed hand technique it is revealing to also briefly 

illustrate a striking technique that does not use the hand to strike. Many body parts can 

be used for striking. The elbow is an extremely powerful technique for close distances, 

and many variations are possible such as rising(age empi uchi), downward(otoshi empi 

uchi), jumping downward, rear(ushiro empi uchi), , roundhouse(mawashi empi uchi), 

side, and spinning back elbow strikes.  

These three illustrated examples of striking, using an open hand, a closed fist, and the 

elbow, are a very small sample of what is possible. 

For the purpose of further emphasizing this diversity in striking actions a non exhaustive 

list could also include back hand strike (haishu uchi), ridge hand strike (haito uchi), bent 

wrist strike (kakuto uchi), tiger mouth strike (ko koo uchi), bear hand strike (kumade 

uchi), chicken head strike (keito uchi), palm heel strike (teisho uchi), hammer fist strike 

(kentsui uchi), and eagle hand strike (washide uchi). Again, not all the strikes possible by 
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any means, and presented without in depth descriptions merely to more fully emphasize 

the diversity and variability possible with strikes. 

So, in Karate the participant “strikes” others with a large variety of body parts, with 

many different courses of action, and each has distinctive potential for effectiveness 

considering such aspects as speed, timing, accuracy, amount of power, strategic merit, 

and combinatorial ease. When we use the word punch or strike we can differentiate these 

actions fairly simply, and yet the more one studies them the more complex they become. 
 

BIBLIOGRAPHY 
 

Nakayama, Masatoshi. Best Karate Comprehensive. New York:Kodansh, International Ltd., 1977 
 

Okazaki, Teruyuki and Milorad V. Stricevic. The Textbook of Modern Karate. New York: Kodansha 
International USA/Ltd., 1984 
 

Rielly, Robin L. The Secrets of Shotokan Karate. Boston: Charles E. Tuttle Company, 2000. 
 

 “   KATA  KYOHON   4  “  

Pre Announcement  for the new book “ KATA KYOHON 4 “. 

Author sensei Jan Knobel  9.Dan, President & Chief Instructor WJKA 

 

 

 

Kata Kyohon 4 
 

Rantai - Fushu - Hachimon - Seiryu 
 

 

Release date June / July 2018. 

 

It will be a limited edition. 

 

 

If you want to be the first one to have 

this book send your  

PRE ORDER  to WJKA HQ  

email info@wjkahq.com 

 

 

        ----------------------------------- 

 

 

Books available in WJKA shop: 

1. Kata Kyohon 1 

2. Kata Kyohon 2 

3. Kata Kyohon 3 

  Price  EURO € 19,95 per book 

mailto:info@wjkahq.com
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EVENTS  2018 - 2021 
 

Schedule  2018 
 

March 01 

 

March 04 

 

March 10 

 

March 16-17 

 

March 23-26 

 

March 27 

WJKA Iran members meeting 

 

Shotokan Tournooi Terheijden, Netherlands 

 

9th Despatch Eagles Club Championship, South Africa 

 

WJKA Seminar with sensei  J. Turnbull in Baltimore, USA 

 

WJKA Seminar wit sensei  J. Turnbull in Ande-a-Veau, Haiti 

 

Kyu gradings, WJKA Mylestom Shotokan, Australia 

 

dehghanijka@yahoo.com  
 

admin@jkanl.com 

 

eenjvr@gmail.com 
 

jturnbyll@atkf.org  
 

jturnbyll@atkf.org 
 

celso.baur@hotmail.com  

April 13-15 

 

April 15  

 

April 21 

 

Int. WJKA Young sensei seminar, Roosendaal, Netherlands 

 

Open UMO Cup 2018 in Roosendaal, Netherlands 

 

WJKA SA National Dan Grading, King Williams, South Africa 

 

admin@wjkahq.com  

 

admin@wjkahq.com  

 

eenjvr@gmail.com 

 

May 05 

 

May 11-13 

 

May 11-12 

 

May 12 

 

May 12-14 

 

May 15 

 

 

May 26 

 

May 30 

4th WJKA SA Eastern Cape Championship, South Africa 

 

WJKA Seminar with sensei  J. Turnbull in Pittsburg PA , USA 

 

WJKA Ukraine grading seminar with sensei A.Naumenko, Kiev 

 

WJKA Ukraine Dan grading in Kiev 

 

1st WJKA Open Ukrainian Championships in Kiev 

 

Closing date Entries & Payment 6.WJKA EURO CAMP & 

WJKA EUROPEAN  CHAMPIONSHIPS 

 

WJKA Germany seminar with sensei J. Knobel in Sandersdorf 

 

Kyu Testing – WJKA Maryland, USA 

eenjvr@gmail.com 

 

jturnbyll@atkf.org 

 

senseianaumenko@ukr.net 

 

senseianaumenko@ukr.net 

 

senseianaumenko@ukr.net 

 

admin@wjkahq.com  

 

 

tadeusz.lebida@arcor.de  

 

MDShoto@aol.com 

 

June 02 

 

June 11 

 

June 22-24 

 

June 23 

 

June 24 

 

Kirkwood Karate Ac. Club Championship, South Africa 

 

Training Sessions Begin – WJKA Maryland, USA 

 

WJKA Seminar with sensei  J. Turnbull in Southampton NY, USA 

 

WJKA Germany seminar with sensei T. Lebida in Sandersdorf 

 

WJKA Germany Dan training in Sandersdorf 

eenjvr@gmail.com 

 
MDShoto@aol.com 

 

jturnbyll@atkf.org 
 
tadeusz.lebida@arcor.de 
 
tadeusz.lebida@arcor.de 

July 05-06 WJKA Iran Men‟s National Championship 

 

 

 

dehghanijka@yahoo.com 

mailto:dehghanijka@yahoo.com
mailto:admin@jkanl.com
mailto:eenjvr@gmail.com
mailto:jturnbyll@atkf.org
mailto:jturnbyll@atkf.org
mailto:celso.baur@hotmail.com
mailto:admin@wjkahq.com
mailto:admin@wjkahq.com
mailto:eenjvr@gmail.com
mailto:eenjvr@gmail.com
mailto:jturnbyll@atkf.org
mailto:senseianaumenko@ukr.net
mailto:senseianaumenko@ukr.net
mailto:senseianaumenko@ukr.net
mailto:admin@wjkahq.com
mailto:tadeusz.lebida@arcor.de
mailto:MDShoto@aol.com
mailto:eenjvr@gmail.com
mailto:MDShoto@aol.com
mailto:jturnbyll@atkf.org
mailto:tadeusz.lebida@arcor.de
mailto:tadeusz.lebida@arcor.de
mailto:dehghanijka@yahoo.com
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06 – 08 July  

 

6th WJKA EUROPEAN CHAMPIONSHIPS   
&   

WJKA EURO CAMP 
 

SPORTHAL BASKENSBURG  

 
PRES. ROOSEVELTLAAN 733,   
VLISSINGEN, NETHERLANDS 

admin@wjkahq.com 

 
 

July 23-30 

 

July 29-30 

 

WJKA Ukraine Summer Camp in Dakhnivska Sich Kozak Camp 

 

All Ukrainian WJKA Tournament „Shotokan Tigers‟, Cherkasy 

senseianaumenko@ukr.net 

 
senseianaumenko@ukr.net 

 
Aug. 01 

 

Aug. 04 

 

Aug. 18-19 

WJKA Ukraine National Kyu & Dan grading, Dakhnivska Sich 

 

2nd Bluewater Bay Eagles Club Championship, South Africa 

 

WJKA Iran Ladies National Championship 

senseianaumenko@ukr.net 

 
eenjvr@gmail.com 

 

dehghanijka@yahoo.com  

 
Sept. 08 

 

Sept. 26 

 

Sept. 27-28 

3rd WJKA SA Ippon Cup in Despatch, South Africa 

 

Kyu and Dan  Testing – WJKA Maryland, USA 

 

WJKA Iran Gasshuku for examination 

 

eenjvr@gmail.com 

 
MDShoto@aol.com  

 

dehghanijka@yahoo.com 

Oct. 08 

 

Oct. 13 

 

Oct. 20 

 

Oct. 21 

 

Training Sessions Begin – WJKA Maryland, USA 

 

WJKA SA National Dan Grading in Despatch, South Africa 

 

WJKA Germany Seminar with sensei T. Lebida in Offenbach 

 

WJKA Germany Dan training in Offenbach 

MDShoto@aol.com  

 

eenjvr@gmail.com 

 

tadeusz.lebida@arcor.de 

 

tadeusz.lebida@arcor.de 

 

Nov. 03-04 

 

Nov. 16-17 

 

Nov. 17 

 

Nov. 17 

 

Nov. 18 

 

Nov. 18 

WJKA Iran Training Camp 

 

Int. WJKA Young sensei seminar  

 

Int. WJKA Dan examinations  

 

WJKA Germany Cup in Sandersdorf 

 

31. Open Roosendaals WJKA Championships, Netherlands 

 

WJKA Germany Dan training in Sandersdorf 

 

dehghanijka@yahoo.com 

 
admin@wjkahq.com  

 

admin@wjkahq.com  

 

tadeusz.lebida@arcor.de 

 

admin@wjkahq.com  

 

tadeusz.lebida@arcor.de 

mailto:admin@wjkahq.com
mailto:senseianaumenko@ukr.net
mailto:senseianaumenko@ukr.net
mailto:senseianaumenko@ukr.net
mailto:eenjvr@gmail.com
mailto:dehghanijka@yahoo.com
mailto:eenjvr@gmail.com
mailto:MDShoto@aol.com
mailto:dehghanijka@yahoo.com
mailto:MDShoto@aol.com
mailto:eenjvr@gmail.com
mailto:tadeusz.lebida@arcor.de
mailto:tadeusz.lebida@arcor.de
mailto:dehghanijka@yahoo.com
mailto:admin@wjkahq.com
mailto:admin@wjkahq.com
mailto:tadeusz.lebida@arcor.de
mailto:admin@wjkahq.com
mailto:tadeusz.lebida@arcor.de
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Schedule  2019 
 

 

03-06 July 2019 
 

7th WJKA WORLD CHAMPIONSHIPS   

&   

WJKA WORLD CAMP 
 

UITENHAGE (Eastern Cape)  SOUTH  AFRICA 
 

eenjvr@gmail.com    /    admin@wjkahq.com 
 
 

 Tourist information Sout Africa 

http://www.wjkahq.com/2019%20-%20SA%201%20-%20Tourist%20info.pdf  
 

 Immigrationleaflet 

http://www.wjkahq.com/2019%20-%20SA%202%20-%20Immigrationleaflet.pdf 
 

 Parental Consent Affidavit 
http://www.wjkahq.com/2019%20-%20SA%203%20-
%20ParentalConsentAffidavit.pdf  

 

 

 

Schedule  2021 
 
 

 

30 June – 04 July 2021 
 

8th WJKA WORLD CHAMPIONSHIPS   

&   

WJKA WORLD CAMP 
 

SANDERSDORF  -  GERMANY 
admin@wjkahq.com 

 

 

mailto:eenjvr@gmail.com
mailto:admin@wjkahq.com
http://www.wjkahq.com/2019%20-%20SA%201%20-%20Tourist%20info.pdf
http://www.wjkahq.com/2019%20-%20SA%202%20-%20Immigrationleaflet.pdf
http://www.wjkahq.com/2019%20-%20SA%203%20-%20ParentalConsentAffidavit.pdf
http://www.wjkahq.com/2019%20-%20SA%203%20-%20ParentalConsentAffidavit.pdf
mailto:admin@wjkahq.com

